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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

Thank you for your interest in ITEC Entertainment Corporation, where our long-standing 

passion for exceeding client expectations dates back to the mid-1980s. Founded in 

the theme park capital of the world, we established our roots by providing innovative 

entertainment design and production solutions that ignite the dreams of hundreds of millions 

of people all over the world.

Our portfolio encompasses over 300 project completions, for some of the top brands in 

the entertainment and theme park industries. But our promise to you extends far beyond 

our work and into the magic of the ITEC culture. It is a promise built on a culture of 

PERFORMANCE, INNOVATION and HERITAGE.

This commitment enables us to operate from a position of balance and strength as we push 

the frontiers of entertainment design, production and technology to new heights.

Please take a moment to learn more about us and engage with us. We are proud of our 

decades of success and invite you to join in our momentum for an even brighter future!

With warm wishes and gratitude,

Bill Coan, President
ITEC Entertainment Corporation
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Ask any of our clients why they chose ITEC 
Entertainment and they will likely tell you that it 
was our reputation and past performance that 
mattered most.

A pedigree of international brands has helped 
ITEC become the one-stop provider of choice 
for comprehensive entertainment solutions that 
include the design, technology and production 
of projects that span: theme parks; rides and 
shows; cultural attractions; resorts and mixed-
use; themed dining; entertainment centers; and 
themed retail.

Our work has touched hundreds of millions of 
people throughout the world and has earned 
us the trust and confidence of companies to 
whom we are grateful, such as:

• Blockbuster Entertainment Corporation
• Billy Graham Evangelistic Association
• Coca Cola Company
• Dalian Wanda Group
• Foot Locker Stores
• Fox Studios 
• Herschend Family Entertainment
• Hilton Hotels
• LEGO
• Macy’s Herald Square
• Meraas Holding, Dubai Parks
• NASA/Kennedy Space Center
• Paramount Parks
• Planet Hollywood
• Parques Reunidos, Madrid, Spain
• Radio City Music Hall
• Ripley Entertainment
• Royal Caribbean Cruise Lines
• Sea World of Florida
• Sesame Workshop (Sesame Street)
• Six Flags Parks
• Sony
• Sun Group Corporation
• The Cartoon Network
• The Walt Disney Company, 
 Florida, California, Japan and Paris
• Universal Studios 
 Florida, Hollywood, Singapore, Spain 
 and Japan



ITEC Entertainment has earned the trust and confidence of clients 

around the world. Since 1985, the company has grown to become 

a global leader of award-winning solutions for top entertainment 

industry brands across the Americas, Europe, the Middle East, Africa 

and Asia.

China Theme Park



When it comes to themed entertainment 
design, production and technology, ITEC 
Entertainment’s tenure in the industry brings 
confidence to your business plans. Our 
expertise ensures your guest experience 
is positioned for success, and that means 
we bring you best-in-class entertainment 
solutions.

We are masters at creating immersive 
themed environments, digital high-definition 
animation, 3-D projection systems and live 
special effects that will set your entertainment 
project apart.

ITEC PROJECTS

The Revenge of the Mummy
© Universal Studios Singapore

ITEC’s work has achieved award-winning 
recognition for its clients. That is because we 
approach each opportunity and challenge 
with the same rare combination of abundantly 
innovative ideas, made real by in-depth 
technical ability.

And with a substantial client base 
ranging from major theme park operators 
to commercial developers, ITEC has 
accommodated very sophisticated clients 
as well as those embarking on their initial 
entertainment venture.

Ultimately, ITEC builds each client’s dream 
from start to finish, deploying leading-edge 
project planning that incorporates:

PHASE I  Project Investigation 

PHASE II   Planning and Creative Concept 

PHASE III  Design Development

PHASE IV  Show Production 

PHASE V  Construction and Installation

PHASE VI  Commissioning 

PHASE VII   Post Project Services/Sustaining 
Engineering



ITEC Entertainment has delivered over 300 of the most successful 

and comprehensive guest experiences spanning: theme parks; rides 

and shows; cultural attractions; resorts and mixed-use; themed 

dining; entertainment centers; and themed retail. Our projects have 

touched hundreds of millions of people.

Oceans of the World



ITEC Entertainment is recognized for bringing 
to life stories that create the most memorable 
and magical experiences for your guests. 
Our attention to even the most minute 
details delivers authenticity to your plans and 
transports your guests into a world beyond 
their imagination. 

Whether experiencing Harry Potter’s thrilling 
Forbidden Journey at Universal Orlando or 
the friendly character boat ride at Sanrio’s 
Hello Kitty Theme Park in Japan, ITEC’s 
craftsmanship will capture the wonderment. 

The ITEC in-house team is a multi-disciplinary 
organization with a strong diversity of talents 
and international experience, providing our 
clients a significant advantage in the themed 
entertainment marketplace.

Please visit our website, ITEC.com, to learn 
more about how ITEC is delivering superior 
experiences that push the frontiers of themed 
entertainment design, production and 
technology to new heights.

Hidden Springs at Thom Island - Vietnam

ITEC GUEST EXPERIENCE Kim Quy Entertainment District



Thor’s Rike Theme Park - Norway

ITEC Entertainment creates and brings to life emotionally engaging 

stories through a broad range of guest experiences. Each experience 

is masterfully tailored to meet distinct client needs, while increasing 

efficiencies and safety to decrease risk and maximize revenue 

opportunities. 



Hidden Springs at Thom Island - Vietnam

ITEC Entertainment employees take pride 
in igniting the dreams of people around the 
world. They join our team because they are 
passionate about the work we do and the 
clients we serve. 

And, while we all strive to deliver the most 
innovative and leading-edge entertainment 
solutions available today, we still exemplify 
the values that were rooted in our humble 
beginnings.

Those values include integrity, performance, 
innovation, and heritage. 

Our employees are our most valuable asset 
because they live the ITEC values each day 
so we can deliver the experiences that make 
our clients successful. ITEC’s talented team 
of planners, designers, technical experts, and 
detail-oriented production and construction 
managers and producers includes many of 
the industry’s most creative and experienced 
professionals.

The ITEC team possesses the diverse talent, 
experience and professionalism required to 
elevate each project to its highest potential.

Arabian Coast Aquatic Park
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ITEC LEADERSHIP AND SHAREHOLDERS

Bill Coan
President & CEO

Marc Plogstedt
Chief Technology Officer

Jeff Jensen
Executive Vice President

Project Development Team

Steve Alkhoja
Executive Vice President

Entertainment Technology

As President and CEO of ITEC Entertainment, Bill’s primary 
responsibilities include corporate oversight and business 
development. His vision and industry knowledge have 
helped cultivate ITEC’s heritage as a global leader in themed 
entertainment. Additionally, Bill directs the creative development 
of concepts and designs of all ITEC themed entertainment projects 
and manages ITEC’s relationships with its clients and partners 
throughout the world.

Jeff leads the Project Development Team for ITEC Entertainment. 
He maintains the company’s exceptional reputation in the themed 
entertainment industry by applying his engineering and project 
management skills to a variety of developments worldwide. Jeff’s 
expertise provides custom design and production solutions for 
complex themed-rides and shows to give ITEC’s clients a guest 
experience edge.

An innovator within the themed entertainment industry, Marc has 
guided ITEC Entertainment through steady growth as the company’s 
services have expanded in an ever-changing attractions industry. 
Marc’s vision and experience continue to be essential in the design, 
management, integration and implementation of ITEC’s creative and 
technical projects.

Steve directs ITEC’s Entertainment Technologies Group spanning  
show, animation, special effects, audio/video, lighting control 
systems and sustaining engineering. His broad experience with 
themed attraction control systems keeps ITEC clients ahead of the 
curve with the evolving technical requirements of today’s attractions. 
Steve’s forward-thinking work style allows him to specify the most 
cost effective, flexible and efficient systems to achieve advanced 
entertainment effects for ITEC Entertainment clients.



Legend has it that in order to bring a wizard 
to life, you have to apply the right mix of 
arts and sciences with a dose of spellbinding 
fascination and technical genius.

Dragon slayers and fairy princesses alike 
appreciate ITEC Entertainment’s 30-year 
heritage of getting it all just right and creating 
the most magical experiences imaginable.

At ITEC’s inception, in 1985, the commercial 
business of themed entertainment was still 
in its earliest stages. Yet ITEC Entertainment 
established itself as an industry leader gaining 
notoriety by delivering successful projects to 
its clients and by combining innovative ideas, 
technical skill and production know-how.

Drawing much of its principal talent from and 
working alongside The Walt Disney Company 
and Universal Studios, ITEC pioneered a new 
era in the international themed entertainment 
industry. With early and successful projects 
including Jaws® at Universal Studios, Batman: 
The Ride® at the Six Flags Parks and the 
World of Disney Store for Walt Disney World, 
ITEC proved to a growing Client base that 
this company could surpass even their most 
ambitious expectations.

Over the years, ITEC has grown to become 
the global industry leader of award-winning 
entertainment solutions building a portfolio 
of over 300 executed projects that have 
touched hundreds of millions of people all 
over the world.

ITEC LEGACY



ITEC Entertainment is the nexus of design, art, technology and 

production that creates truly immersive guest experiences.
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8544 Commodity Circle
Orlando, Florida 32819

Phone: +1.407.226.0200
www.ITEC.com
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